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Press Enter after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

### News and Credit Ratings

- **NSE**: News searches
- **NRR**: News rankings
- **TOP**: Top BLOOMBERG NEWS® stories
- **NI MTE**: Muni material events news
- **NI MRA**: Muni rating news
- **MUNT**: Top municipal bonds news
- **STGO**: State G.O. bond ratings
- **CTGO**: City and county G.O. bond ratings
- **IMRS**: Current insured financial strength ratings of municipal bond insurers
- **LOCR**: Letter of credit provider ratings

### Current Markets

- **BTMM**: Treasury and money market rates
- **USSW**: Fixed income market levels
- **WB**: Monitor world bond markets
- **WBF**: World bond futures
- **ECO**: Economic releases by country
- **ECFC**: Economic forecasts/indicators
- **ESVY**: Global Confidence survey
- **BYFC**: Bond yield forecasts
- **YCRV**: Yield curve analysis
- **FMC**: Fair market sector curves
- **MYC**: Municipal yield history
- **MMM**: Municipal money market rates
- **MUNS**: Municipal spreads and ratios
- **MBIX**: Municipal indices menu
- **CMMA**: Municipal Market Advisors, Inc. page
- **MARS**: Municipal auction rate calendar
- **MBIT**: Muni insurance exposure by state
- **PIET**: Muni insurance exposure for portfolios
- **MSRB**: MSRB transaction reports

### Finding Securities

- **SRC**: Generate custom municipal bond searches
- **BAB**: Build America Bonds search

### Public Offerings and Bids Wanted

- **BOOM**: Variable rate and muni CP offerings
- **PICK**: Primary/secondary municipal bond offerings
- **PICD**: Muni bond dealer identification codes
- **PPIC**: Portfolio pick (corresponds to PICK)
- **MIOF**: Post municipal offerings
- **MCHG**: Edit your municipal offerings
- **MBWD**: Municipal bids wanted by firm
- **MBWU**: Post municipal bids wanted

### Issuer Analysis

- **MIFA**: Municipal issuer fundamental analysis
- **SMUN**: Financial analysis screening tool
- **ALRT**: Alerts for pricing, ratings and financial filings
- **CACT**: Material events for an issuer or bond
- ***CUSD**: Find munis with the same base CUSIP
- **SER**: List municipal bonds by series

### Security Analysis

- ***DES**: Fundamental background and financial info
- ***ALLQ**: Comparative price sources
- ***BVAL**: Snapshot of Bloomberg valuation
- ***TDH**: Track MSRB trade disclosure history
- ***QR/QRD**: MSRB intraday trades
- ***RCHG**: Track bond ratings changes
- ***SCN**: Specific municipal bonds news
- ***YAS**: Material events for a security or issuer
- ***YTC**: Search issuer filings
- ***YATAT**: Bond prices based on yield curve spreads
- ***YTAT**: Calculate yields to call
- ***SF**: Yield, after tax yield and price
- ***OAS**: Sinking fund analysis
- ***HZ2**: Option-adjusted spread analysis
- ***FTAX**: Analyze municipal total return horizons
- ***QTAX**: Federal taxation calculator
- ***CACS**: Municipal prices used to calculate taxes
New Issues
CDRA  Municipal fixed rate calendar
CDRC  Municipal competitive calendar
CDRN  Municipal negotiated calendar
CNSD  Municipal short-term calendar
CNDM  Current/historical 14 day short term visible supply
SPLY  Current/historical 30 day visible supply
YTDM  Current/historical year-to-date issuance
NIRM  Compare municipal new issue yields
DEAL  Add or access new municipal deals

Communication Tools
MSGM  Message related functions menu
IMGR  Commingled messages from RUNS and MSG
RUNS  Create and send custom run sheets
IB    INSTANT BLOOMBERG® messaging
BBFN  Set up Bloomberg voice/video conferencing
ANY  Learn about BLOOMBERG ANYWHERE®
PHON  Access Bloomberg via phone or PDA
BERRY Bloomberg on your BlackBerry®

Essentials
PDF  Set personal defaults
EASY  Learn ease-of-use tips and shortcuts
BU   BLOOMBERG UNIVERSITY®
BLP  Start BLOOMBERG LAUNCHPAD™
BBXL  Bloomberg calculations in Microsoft® Excel
WRAP  What's new on Bloomberg